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House Resolution 2148

By: Representative Hill of the 21st 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Zachary Fraysier, outstanding Georgia football player; and1

for other purposes. 2

WHEREAS, Zachary Fraysier is an accomplished individual who has excelled as an athlete3

and in the community; and4

WHEREAS, this outstanding football player received a walk-on scholarship to Georgia Tech5

and he has elevated his game to a new level as a defensive lineman; and6

WHEREAS, he is one of the biggest and fastest linemen in Georgia and is able to run a 4.837

in the 40 and benched 405, squatted 535, and cleaned 315; and8

WHEREAS, in the 2007-2008 season he never scored lower than a 30 on his blocking score9

and has scored as high as 61, an all-time blocking score record; and10

WHEREAS, Zach is a leader on and off the offensive line with a positive attitude, always11

giving more than 100 percent effort in all he does on the field, in the classroom, and in the12

weight room; and13

WHEREAS, he is a tremendous role model for his fellow teammates and students and stands14

as a principled example for other young people to follow; and15

WHEREAS, he has benefited greatly from the expert leadership of Head Coach Brian16

Dameron, and also from the strong support of his school faculty, and his many fans, friends,17

and family members; and   18

WHEREAS, this stellar young man epitomizes the courage, determination, leadership, and19

character necessary to attain excellence in athletic prowess and performance and to achieve20

success as an individual and citizen; and21
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WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the superlative skills and outstanding1

deeds of this accomplished athlete be appropriately recognized.2

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that3

the members of this body commend Zachary Fraysier for his unprecedented athletic4

performance and extend to him their sincerest best wishes for continued success in the future.5

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized6

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Zachary Fraysier.7


